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SUMMARY

It is assumed in this paper that there is a random mating population with

two sexes. no selection or mutation. and an autosomal locus. In addition.
there are in each generation the same large numbers Nm and Nr of males and
females as in any other generation. It can then be shown that coalescence
theory can be derived if the unit of measurement of time is taken to be 2N.
generations. where N. is the effective population size when there are arbitrary
offspring distributions.
Key words: n-coalescent. Dioecious random mating populations.

I. Introduction
The aim of coalescent theory is to infer features of the past history of a
population from a sample taken at the present time. It is, of course, necessary to
make assumptions about the mating system that produced individuals of each
generation whether there was mutation. selection, recombination. or changing
population size. The papers in which this theory was first developed in
considerable generality are those of Kingman ([6], [7], [8]) and Tajima [11].
However. some aspects of it had been derived earlier by Felsenstein [2]. I shall
first discuss a special case of his theory.
Let us assume that there are neutral alleles in a haploid population of
constant size N, from which a random sample is drawn without replacement.
Following Wright [12], I assume further that each generation arises from
random sampling, with replacement, of parents. Then, if Pkj is the probability
that k offsprings are derived from exactly j parental individuals one generation
earlier then
(1)

(2)
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and
Pk.k-r

2

= O(N- )

as N -+ 00

(3)

It can be shown from equations (1) - (3) that if the unit of time is taken to be N
generations, the time Tko it takes to reduce the number of ancestors from k to
k - 1, has approximately an exponential distribution with the density function

Moreover, as the genealogy of a current sample of n individuals is traced
back in time, successive reductions of numbers of ancestors from n to n - 1, n -1
to n - 2, ... ,2 to 1, are independently distributed.
Note, in addition, that the probability of any particular reduction from k to
k - 1 ancestors in one generation, given such a reduction, is equal to 2Ik(k - 1).
These are transition probabilities of what Kingman [6] refers to as the jump
chain.
Kingman ([6], [7], [8]) studied genealogical relationships between pairs of
individuals (x, y) (where x could be the same as y) of generation 0, with
reference to past times s -1, -2, ... Thus, for a specific s, x and y are in the
same equivalence class if and only if they have a common ancestor in generation
s. Let us denote the set of these equivalence equations by Rs and the number of
equivalence classes by IRsl. In other words, Rscontains all the ways that pairs of
individuals are related with reference to generation s and IRsl denotes the number
of ancestors at time s.

=

All distinct individuals at time 0 are defined to be not related. There are
thus n equivalence classes, each with one relation, in generation O. But, if one
pair of individuals had a common parent, the number of equivalence classes is
reduced from IRaI = n to IRd = n - 1, whereas the number of equivalence
relations increases from n to n + 1. In general, going backward in time (as s
decreases) is associated with an increase in the number of elements in Rs and a
decrease in IRsl. In the long run, as s -+ 00, all individuals in the present sample
are related and there is only one common ancestor.
The theory just described has been extended in many directions. As far as I
know, however, Mahle [9] is the only author who has considered a population of
dioecious diploids. His paper has a complete theory for a generalization of the
Wright model in which there are N couples in each generation.
My purpose in this paper is to sketch at least part of a coalescent theory for
a random mating population with two sexes, an autosomal locus, no selection or
mutation, and arbitrary offspring distributions. After an introduction of
assumptions and notations in Section 2, rates of reduction in numbers of
ancestors from 2 to 1 and from k to k - 1, k 2': 3, will be derived in Sections 3
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and 4. In Section 5, I shall derive the distributions of times for such reductions.
It will be assumed throughout this paper that the number of copies of a gene
sampled in generation 0 is n.
Before proceeding, I note that if there are two sexes, separate copies of a
gene in one individual must come from distinct parents. In a random mating
population, these parents are a randomly chosen male-female pair, each
contributing one copy of a gene to the offspring individual. A consequence will
be that in generations -1, -2, ... , we need only to consider probabilities of sets of
copies of a gene, each in a separate parent, if N m and Nt are large.
2. Assumptions and Notations

Consider a random mating population that has large numbers, N m and Nt.
of males and females respectively in each generation. If, at time s, a random
sample of distinct individuals is taken from the population and found to contain
k - i copies of a gene in males and i copies in females, the sample will be said to
have configuration (k - i, i). Now any pair of copies of a gene in the sample
could have come either from random separate parents or from the same parent.
The probabilities of the latter type of event are
p u•vw = P [two copies of a gene in random separate offspring of sexes v and
w come from the same parent of sex u]
where u, v and w can each be replaced by either of the symbols m or f, denoting
respectively, male or female.
It will be shown that these probabilities are small if N m and Nt are large.
Therefore, the configuration (k - i. i) at time s is overwhelmingly likely to be
derived from configurations of the types (k - j, j) or (k - 1 - j, j) at time s - 1. It
follows that the matrix of probabilities of transition from states at time s to states
at time s - 1 has approximately a structure with k + 1 x k + 1 submatrices Qk on
the diagonal and, immediately to their left, submatrices R k with k + 1 rows and k
columns. for k = 1, 2, ... , n. These submatrices respectively have as elements
probabilities of transitions that maintain the number of ancestors and
probabilities of transitions that result in reductions of the number of ancestors by
one.
3. The Rate ofReduction ofthe Number ofAncestors from 2 to 1

I list the possible configurations in the order (1, 0), (0, 1), (2, 0), (1, 1),
(0,2), and denote their probabilities in generation s by f«l, O)s), f«O, 1)s),
f«2, O)s), f«(l,l)s) and f«O, 2)s). The two copies of a gene in random separate
offspring of sexes v and w in generation s come from (1,0) or (0, 1) in
generation s - I with probabilities Pm.vwl8 and Pt,vwl8, because there are 4
equally likely ways to choose the sexes of parents of two random separate
copies and 'h is the conditional probability that two copies of a gene are derived
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from a single parental copy if they both come from one particular parent. Thus,
iffs = [f«I, O)S), f«O, l)s), f«2, O)S), f«(1, l)s), f«O, 2)s)]'
fs

=[~2

0QJ

(4)

where

1-[1
- 0 0]
1
1[Pm,mm

R 2 =8 Pm,m f
Pm,ff

Pc,mm]
PC,mf

PC,CC

and

The matrix Q2 can be written as a sum of two matrices as follows

Q2 =Q 2o +Q 21
where

(5)

and

(6)

This shows immediately that Q20 has one eigenvalue equal to 1 and
corresponding left and right eigenvectors p; and I, which satisfy the equation

p;1 = 1. Moreover, the other two eigenvectors are equal to O. Since the
probabilities PU.YIN are all small, it follows from a standard result in perturbation
theory as discussed, for example, by Franklin ([3], Section 6.12), that the
dominant eigenvalue of Q2 is
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P2 =1+5 2 =::1+P;Q21 1 =I-p;R 21
1
= 1- 32 m.mm + 2Pm,mf + Pm,ff ]+ ~f.mm + 2Pf.mf + Pf.ff ]}

{[p

(7)

I now define GUY to be the number of successful gametes contributed by a
parent of sex u to adult offspring of sex v. If there is no selection
E(G UY )=~
N
u

Since there is random mating, any pair of gametes in offspring of sexes v
and w coming from parents of sex u is just as likely as any other pair. Thus
PU,yy =

t

u

Ny Ny -l

)E[Guy(G UY -1)]= _1_{N u Var(GuJ+ Ny -I}
Ny -l Ny
Nu

(8)

and
Pu,mf

=~E(Gum,GUf }=~Cov(Gum,GUf
NmN f

NmN f

)+_1_
Nu

(9)

Therefore, if the right sides of (8) and (9) are substituted for their
corresponding left sides in (7), we obtain

p, -1-

3~

{[

J

Var(G ~)+ 2( ~; )eoV(G=.Go<l+( ~; Var (Go< l+2]

J

+~( [var(G.l+2(:: )COV(G•.G..l+(:: Vu{G..l+2])

(10)

J,

if Nm and Nf are large. Thus, P2 =:: l-I/(2N
where N. is the effective
population size obtained by Caballero [1] and Nagylaki [10], who calculated
probabilities of identity by descent in their derivations. It is also a special case of
an expression for an age-structured population, derived by Hill ([4], [5]) in other
ways.
4. The Rate ofReduction ofthe Number ofAncestors from k to k-l
If there is a sample of k copies of a gene, the distribution of the number of
female parents from which the copies were derived is binomial with sample size
k and probability of success ~. Thus, if there were an infinite population, the
distribution of the number of female parents would be elements of the row
vector
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But if N m and N f are finite, we must also consider expressions
r [(k-i, i)1 k-l]
= P [configuration (k - i, i) is derived from k - 1 distinct parent copies of a
gene]

Any term of this type is a sum of elements in a row of Rk because it can be
written as a sum over j of probabilities that one generation earlier there were
configurations (k - 1 - j, j) followed by a transition to (k - i, i).
An equation for r [(k - i, i)1 k - 1] will now be derived. First, note that
there are [k ~ i ways to choose a pair of copies of a gene in k - i males, which

J

are derived from a single copy one generation earlier. Given one such choice the
probability is Pu.~4 that they were derived from a single gene in a parent of sex
u. Thus, the total probability that two copies of a gene among males came from
one parent copy in a parent of sex u is

(k ~ lJ±P

u•mm

Likewise, the probability that two copies of a gene among i females are
derived from a single copy in a parent of sex u is

(;J±P

U

•

ff

and the probability that two copies of a gene from a male-female pair came from
a single gene in a parent of sex u is

(k -i)i±Pu •mf
Second, the parent with a gene that is copied twice is equally likely to be
either a male or a female. Thus in summary, one may write

r[(k-i,i~k-1J

=i{[ k;;1k~ +pr.~l+[ ~1~m'ff +P"ff ~~-;)j~m, .. +P

r,.. ]}

Now note that
Q k = Qko + Q k1 = Ip~l + Q k1

(11)
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where Qkl is a matrix whose elements are all at most of the order of magnitude
O(max p u•vw )' In addition, the sum of the elements in any row of R k Qk is equal
to I so that the sum of the elements of any row of R k is minus the sum of
elements in the same row of Qkl'
Just as when k =2, the form of QkO immediately reveals that it has only one
nonzero eigenvalue, which is equal to 1 and that corresponding left and right
eigenvectors are p~ and 1. Hence, by the same perturbation argument as used in
the previous section, the dominant eigenvalue of Qk is, by (11)
Pk =1+51< ==1+p~QI<11=I-p~Rkl

=1- 2:+ 3
+(

~(~Jl(k~i)Pm.mm+Pf.mm]

~}pm,ff + PUf ]+ (k -i)i [pm.mf + Pf.mf l)

However
_1 ~(k](k-i)= k(k-l)~

2k ~ i

2

8

_1 ~(k)(i)= k(k-l)~

21< ~ i

2

8

(k-2)!

I

~i!(k-I-2)! 2k - 2

(k-2)l

= k(k-l)
8

1 =

~(k-i)!(i-2)!21<-2

k(k-l)
8

and
_1 ±(k)i(k-i)=

2k

i=O

i

k(k-l)±
(k-2)l
1 = k(k-l)
4 i=O (i-l)l(k-i-l)l 21<-2
4

Hence

1
Pk "" 1- 32

(~ } [pm.mm + 2Pm,mf + Pm,ff ]+ [Pr.mm + 2Pf.

mf

+ PUf ]}

i

=l_(k _l_

(12)

2 )2Ne

5. Distribution o/Times to Coalescence
If there is a reduction of the number of ancestors from k to k - I between
generations sand s - 1, there will be said to be a coalescence event. It was
shown in Section 4 that the rate of this reduction per generation is approximately
1-

(~ )/2N e)' The matrix Q~

has as its elements probabilities that there has

not been such a reduction in r generations. It is approximately equal to
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which has elements that are independent of any initial configuration (k - i, i). So
if Tk denotes the number of generations until the number of ancestral copies is
reduced from k to k - 1
P[Tk

~ r]= 1-[1-[~J2~Jr

If, therefore, we follow Kingman ([6], [7], [8]) and change the scale of
measurement so that time is measured in units of
generations

P[~k = 2~. ~t]=I-exP[-[~}]=FTk(t)

2N.

Hence, T k is approximately exponentially distributed with the density
function
(13)
It follows from (13) that the mean and variance of this distribution are
respectively equal to

E(~k)=Y[~)
and

Var«,)=

y[~

r

In terms of time measured in generations we obtain

E(T )= 2N./[~ J
k

and
Var(Tk )=

r

4N//[~

which is consistent with results obtained by Tajima [11], who studied an
idealized monoecious population for which N. = N, the actual population size.
Finally, another conclusion follows from the fact that we have a Markov
chain. Thus, states at all times farther in the past than when there is a reduction
from k to k - 1 ancestors are independent of what occurred up to the reduction.
Consequently, the set of coalescence times tn, tn-I> ••. , ~2 are independent
exponentially distributed random variables.
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6. Discussion

Each of the

(~)

ways, a reduction from k to k - I. ancestors can occur, has

the same probability 21k(k - I). These are transition probabilities of the jump
chain. Also, the number of ancestors at time t, with time measured in units of
2N. generations, is a continuous time Markov chain with transition rates
( ~} ( n~

I}...,(~) .

This pure death process describes the timing of downward

jumps in numbers of ancestors. More generally, however, if the sample at time 0
consists of n copies of a gene taken from separate individuals, we have a
Markov chain whose state space is the set of equivalence relations on
{I, 2, ... , n}, which is called the n-coalescent.
Given a downward jump in generation s, the past and future of the
coalescent chain contain independently distributed times at which the number of
ancestors stay constant and are unaffected by which particular jumps are made.
Therefore, the jump chain is independent of the death process.
One apparent loose end in the theory described in this paper is the possibte
need to assume the sample observed at time 0 consists of n copies of a gene
chosen from n separate individuals. Suppose, however, that there are r pairs of
copies of a gene in r individuals 'in generation O. Then, in generation -I, the
parent copies are in r male-female pairs. Therefore, if Nm and Nr are large, the
overwhelmingly most likely events in generation -I are to have configurations
(n - i, i) or, if one pair of copies in separate individuals comes from a common
parent copy, configurations (n - I - i, i). Thus, if time is measured in units of
2N. generations, the results obtained in this paper are unaffected by whether or
not r individuals each contributed two separate copies of a gene to the sample at
time O.
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